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Enter the world of European research infrastructures
- your research facility @SOLARIS
Good investment: invest in one beamline, use sixteen!
Opportunities: broad offer from material to life sciences!
Novelty: technologically one of the most advanced infrastructure in the world!
Effectiveness: no operational costs, no fees!
Support: in-house expertise and international collaboration!
Perspectives: the gate to the largest research instruments in Europe!
Simplicity: clear and friendly procedures!
Location: magniﬁcent city of Krakow (UNESCO list)
Accessibility: close to the airport, motorway and city center

Contact for potential investors:
Emilia Król
e-mail: emilia.krol@uj.edu.pl
phone: +48 12 664 41 38

Available beamline location

DIAGNOSTIC LINE

Working beamlines

SOLABS: an X-ray absorption spectroscopy
beamline, whose synchrotron light source will

UARPES: the beamline delivers vacuum

be a bending magnet. The line will deliver photons

ultraviolet photons for research using angle-resolved

within a broad energy range, allowing measure-

photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES).

ments to be conducted at the absorption edges

Applications: research on superconductors,

of many elements.

new electronic materials, and low dimensional

Applications: the endstation will be intended

materials.

for materials research of both a basic and applied

PEEM/XAS: the PEEM/XAS is a bending
magnet based beamline dedicated to microscopy

nature.
SOLCRYS: a wiggler-based, high energy X-ray

and spectroscopy in the soft X-ray energy range.

beamline (up to 25 keV) for structural studies.

Applications: material sciences, physics,

Applications: in structural studies (biological,

chemistry, geosciences and biosciences.

macromolecular, pharmaceutical, crystalline
materials, etc.) also performed under extreme

Coming soon….
XMCD: the beamline will use variable polariza-

conditions (high pressure, temperature).
Planned beamlines

tion radiation, the source of which will be the
EPU - elliptically polarizing undulator.

FTIR: an absorption infrared microscopy

Applications: the XMCD beamline include

beamline (FTIR) with imaging.

magnetic order research, domain structure

Applications: biomedicine, nanotechnology,

research, imaging of chemical composition,

environmental sciences and many others.

biomolecular spectroscopy, and ﬂuorescence

The planned studies will facilitate, among others,

detection.

synthesis of potential medicines and their design.

PHELIX: PHELIX is a beamline using soft X-rays,

POLYX: a beamline which will enable high-resolution

the source of which is an APPLE II undulator with

multi-modal imaging in the hard X-ray range.

permanent magnets.

Applications: the POLYX beamline may be used

Applications: new materials for spintronics

for testing new solutions in X-ray optics and

and magneto-electronics, topological insulators,

detectors.

thin ﬁlms and multilayer systems including samples

STXM: the end station for scanning transmission

obtained in-situ, surface of bulk compounds,

microscopy which will comprise an element of the

surface magnetism, spin polarized surface states,

XMCD beamline.

chemical reactions taking place on the surface,

Applications: the device will enable, among others,

and biomaterials.

nanoscale chemical analysis via a combination of
X-ray absorption spectrometry and microscopy.
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